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Amsterdam: a brief introduction

Facts and figures
à City, population of ~870.000
à Urban area, population of ~1.6 million
à Number of bikes ~880.000
à Number of private cars ~240.000 
à Number of electric private cars ~10.900
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Amsterdam: a brief introduction

Commitment to clean air
à Clean Air Action Plan  
à Aim: -9% CO₂ by 2030

à 2025:  taxis, delivery vans, lorries and 
buses emission-free 

à 2030: all urban traffic emission-free 

Strategic Plan “Recharge me”
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The four strategic lines (1)

Facilitate
à Rollout strategy
à Energy strategy
à Private- and semi-public charging infrastructure
à Public charging infrastructure

Regulate
à Expand current environmental zones and tighten requirements
à Introduction of environmental zone for cars (1 November 2020)
à Introduce zero-emission zone (2025)
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The four strategic lines (2)

Stimulate
à Subsidies for various target groups 
à Expand privileges for e-drivers (e.g. parking permits) 
à Take action in the most highly polluted streets with a package of 

targeted measures

Communicate
à Public awareness campaigns about clean air and green transportation
à Involve and stimulate business EV market
à City leads by example 
à Reach people when they have to make decisions regarding 

transportation
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Where we stand today
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Currently…
à 32 public fast chargers by the 

City of Amsterdam
à 24 public fast chargers by 

commercial parties
à 5.000 regular charging points



Where we stand today: regular charging points
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Where we stand today: fast charging points
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Future strategy: growing demand

Clean air in Amsterdam | Clean Air Action Plan | 9
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Implementation: location plans



Rollout strategy
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à Focus on depot chargers (private) and semi-public chargers.
à Focus on fast charging at destinations, not homes/urban streets.
à Leave ultra-fast charging to the market.
à Making it smart:

à Multi-usage of grid connections 
à Facilitating multiple types of users at fast charging stations
à Integrating fast charging stations with hubs



Energy strategy
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à The charging infrastructure facilitates 
smart charging.

à Close cooperation with grid operator 
Liander to integrate charging points in 
the electricity network.

à Renewable generation of all electricity 
for transport in Amsterdam is a 
precondition.

à Experiments V2G



City in a governing role

à Strategic placement of charging points on public roads (taking into 
account charging demand and energy supply);

à Stimulating the realization of charging infrastructure in municipal and 
public parking areas and parking garages;

à Stimulating the realization of charging infrastructure in private and semi-
public parking areas and parking garages;

à Use of smart charging and network balancing (V2G and V2X), for instance 
in tenders.



Tangible benefits for the people of Amsterdam
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■ Cleaner air, less black spots
■ Reduction of noise (as the 

infrastructure pushes the number 
of EV’s) within built up area

■ Average increase of life 
expectancy of 3 months

■ 9% CO2 reduction in the city, as 
power is green



https://www.amsterdam.nl/en/policy/sustainability/clean-air/
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